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What is AirHush?

AirHush is the finely-tuned end product of over a decade 
of cutting-edge research and development into sound 
management.

Noise pollution is defined by the World Health Organization as one of the 
top environmental hazards to physical and mental health, negatively affecting our 
lives every day. AirHush is the means to combat noise, anywhere.



Customer Problem

Degradation of our everyday environment resulting from noise becomes 
more and more common every year. Unavoidable traffic, infrastructure, 
leisure and commercial transport noise affects us so profoundly, 
consumer-ready noise defense products have become prolific. 

The commonly-available, traditional methods of sound control rely on 
mass to control sound - meaning they are by nature cumbersome, heavy 
and often expensive, invasive and permanent as well. 



Our Solution

AirHush panels have been developed as the modern-age solution for a 
highly accessible product to combat noise pollution. 

To be the best option in the market, it has to be both easy to assemble 
and highly mobile so we developed a modular panel that can be 
configured into almost any shape imaginable. Whatever the application, 
use AirHush to create booths, walls, boxes or bespoke shapes. 



Key Applications

Sound attenuation systems go hand-in-hand with many large industries, 
making our market potential just as wide in scope. 

As a fresh product that offers unique features, AirHush is poised to 
capitalise on high demand for sectors like: 
• Industrial (e.g. compressors and machinery) 
• Office (e.g. working environment and wellbeing) 
• Tradeshows and Exhibitions (e.g. dividing walls and pop-up rooms) 
• Music and Events (e.g. instrument sound isolation and gobos) 
• Healthcare (e.g. patient privacy and triage)



Features & Details



Penn Elcom and AirHush: 
An Exclusive Partnership

In 2019 the makers behind AirHush and Penn Elcom devised a 
partnership to turn the new panel technology into the most modular 
solution ever. 

Starting with the panel's groundbreaking concept as a foundation, Penn 
Elcom developed bespoke components to bring it to yet another level. 
By utilizing our suite of connectivity hardware and accessories, the panels 
became products and products became solutions. AirHush is now 
distributed globally exclusively by Penn Elcom and is available at these 
locations:
• California
• New Jersey
• Texas
• Canada
• Mexico



Products



Cube

It takes some revolutionary tech to outperform traditional sound 
isolation boxes and with the modular and lightweight AirHush panels, 
the Cube has to be seen (and not heard) to be believed. Capable of 
hugely reducing sound egress, instruments played through the isolated 
amplifier can be recorded with a 40db exterior signal transmission loss.

Able to be constructed in minutes and packed away for storage, the 
modular system makes the Cube perfect for studios and live rooms alike. 



Cube



ISO, Booths & Cubicles

Sound isolation has become a breeze thanks to the clever air-filled 
AirHush panels – fair lighter than traditional solid options.

These modular, constructible booths are easily transportable and take 
acoustic management to the next level with incredible performance.



ISO, Booths 
& Cubicles



GoBo

Be prepared to forget your expectations of what rolling acoustic walls 
can do – the AirHush GoBo is lighter, more eco-friendly and seriously 
quiet. The lightweight AirHush panels allow these highly manoeuvrable 
wheeled acoustic walls to be used anywhere on-the-go sound 
management is required.

From film locations, schools, studios, offices and events, there’s nowhere 
the AirHush GoBo can’t go.



GoBo



Product Codes

AirHush Single Panel AIR-2427PANEL

AirHush GoBo End Wheel Set AIR-GOBO-END

AirHush Gobo Center Wheel Set AIR-GOBO-CEN

AirHush GoBo 6 Panel AIR-GOBO-6

AirHush GoBo 9 Panel AIR-GOBO-9

AirHush GoBo 12 Panel AIR-GOBO-12

AirHush GoBo 15 Panel AIR-GOBO-15

AirHush Cube Small AIR-AMP-CUBE-S

AirHush Cube Large AIR-AMP-CUBE-L

AirHush ISO Booth 120 Degrees AIR-ISO-120

Brackets for the AirHush products are also available to purchase individually or in packs – please 
contact us directly for more information. 



Accessories

• LED accent (color) lighting
• LED Lighting 
• Power Strips 
• Shelves 
• A/C & Ventilation (coming soon)
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